The powerspot trip that many people have been asking for is finally here! We are really happy to announce our SHREEM BRZEE POWERSPOT TRIP to India that will take place from 1 to 6 June 2012.

**SHREEM BRZEE POWERSPOT TRIP HIGHLIGHTS**

- Visit some of the most powerful and secretive karma busting powerspots to remove your most stubborn karma including the world famous Saturn temple for karma removal as well as a visit to the Sharaba temple. Sharaba is the ferocious form of Lord Shiva who will completely vanquish negativities surrounding you.

- We are organising the SHREEM BRZEE TRIP during a powerful and rare astrological phenomenon i.e. Venus eclipse of the Sun on 5 and 6 June 2012. During this eclipse, Venus will be positioned in front of the Sun, shining his energies of prosperity and abundance onto the earth plane. The next Venus eclipse of the Sun will take place 105 years later i.e 2117.

- To give you the most powerful and maximum blessings for the SHREEM BRZEE TRIP, we will be engaging a specially trained Vedic priest to travel with us to perform karma busting and Lakshmi prosperity *homas* (fire rituals) on during the trip at the hotels that we are staying. For thousands of years, performing *homas* have been acknowledged as the most powerful way to have your prayers and desires fulfilled by the Divine. **Note:** Homas are elaborate and hence costly rituals. In Singapore, ordering a homa can cost quite a bit. For example, a homa for Lord Muruga costs S$2,000 per homa to order at one of the local Muruga temples here. We will be participating in a total of 5 karma busting and SHREEM BRZEE homas during the trip.

- **Highlight of the SHREEM BRZEE TRIP:** Visit to Goddess Lakshmi’s birthplace, “the super powerspot” which resonates with Lakshmi's unmistakable energies. Here, Goddess Lakshmi’s presence is palpable and you will be able to personally connect with Goddess Lakshmi and establish a Divine relationship with Her. At Goddess Lakshmi’s birthspot, your soul will have the most maximum opportunity to access and absorb Lakshmi's energies for abundance, prosperity, joy and all things materially beautiful!
✓ Engage in intense daily karma-busting rituals during the trip including chopping limes and smashing coconuts for ultimate karma removal

✓ Visit the most powerful powerspots for Lakshmi, the Goddess of Wealth that Dr Pillai (Baba) has identified to give you maximum opportunity to soak in the vibrations of wealth, abundance and prosperity.

✓ Perform puja (flower offerings), and participate in abishekam (ritual milk baths to obtain the Divine’s blessings) at all temples and powerspots we visit.

✓ Receive the blessings of the Divine by participating in auspicious sahasranamas at selected powerspots for karma busting and wealth. A sahasranama is a ritual in which a priest invokes the divine being residing in the temple’s sanctum sanctorum (inner sanctum) by reciting His/Her 1008 names. Just listening to these Divine names and attributes being sung will bring you unlimited blessings!

✓ Engage in daily SHREEM BRZEE chanting sessions at Lakshmi powerspots and while travelling on the bus. Our target is to complete chanting 50,000 SHREEM BRZEE repetitions by the end of the trip.

✓ Obtain unparallel access each powerspot’s sanctum sanctorum (inner sanctum) where you get to stand in close proximity to the priest as he performs offerings to invoke the Divine for your blessings.

WHAT IS SHREEM BRZEE?

The quantum sound SHREEM BRZEE is the ultimate money magnet - it carries deep within it the power and potential of pure gold. Just like how an oak seed has the potential to grow into a large oak tree, and thereafter multiply into a forest of oak trees, the sound SHREEM BRZEE once implanted into your consciousness and very soul, will turn you into a pure money magnet that attracts wealth and prosperity to yourself.

Enlightened master Dr Pillai (Baba) teaches that SHREEM BRZEE is the ultimate and most powerful quantum sound to attract money, wealth, prosperity, abundance, joy and material happiness to you.

SHREEM is the seed sound for Lakshmi, the archetype who gives money and prosperity.

BRZEE is a sound that was revealed to Dr Pillai by an ascended master known as Visvamitra who meditated on this sound on a different plane for 1500 years. BRZEE is an ultimate sound which can attract untold wealth and riches to you.

BRZEE will also bring more Divine Light into your soul.

Watch Dr Pillai teach about SHREEM BRZEE at www.shreemarakara.wordpress.com

How do you turn yourself into a pure money magnet?

(1) By continually chanting SHREEM BRZEE until you totally vibrate with the pure potential of SHREEM BRZEE. The more you chant SHREEM BRZEE the more powerful you implant the quantum sound SHREEM BRZEE deep within your very consciousness.

(2) Visit powerspots associated Goddess Lakshmi and Lord Vishnu - these archetypes radiate nothing but pure energies of wealth, abundance and prosperity.
Ultimately, you want to transform yourself to become a powerful magnet for SHREEM BRZEE i.e. you vibrate with wealth and abundance consciousness and in turn, attract this reality in a three-dimensional form to you.

WHAT IS A POWERSPOT & WHY DO WE VISIT POWERSPOTS?

A powerspot is an energy vortex that has existed for thousands of years through the grace of the Divine. A powerspot contains the energy associated with a divine being. A certain location can also become a powerspot because a saint/yogi spent extended periods of time meditating there or was buried there.

In India, there are specific powerspots that can give you access to divine spiritual energies for enlightenment, karma busting, money, health, peace, relationships and so on. For example, if you want to access the energies for wealth and abundance, you would visit powerspots associated with Goddess Lakshmi.

As Dr Pillai (Baba) recently pointed out during His recent Radha Krishna powerspot trip, although you may not know on a conscious level what is taking place, and physically, you may be feeling hot and tired when you visit the powerspot. However, at your soul level, your soul is perfectly able to absorb the divine energies and blessings of the powerspot for its own evolution.

SHREEM BRZEE MONEY MIRACLES!

I have posted extensively on the nature, power and miracle of SHREEM BRZEE at www.shreemarakara.wordpress.com and you can find them under the category “SHREEM BRZEE“ or by visiting HERE: http://shreemarakara.wordpress.com/category/shreem-brzee-2/page/4/

Here is a just a few of testimonials from Dr Pillai’s students in Singapore who have received money miracles by chanting SHREEM BRZEE:

From Deyfan:

“Within a short time of practising SHREEM BRZEE and attending one of the SHREEM BRZEE group chanting sessions, I received an unexpected S$1,000 pay rise!”

From Sharmila

“Here is my money miracle which came one after one another.

After I attended our most recent SHREEM BRZEE group chanting session on a Saturday, when I went home that day, my mother out of the blue gave me four gold bangles! She didn’t give me an explanation but said she just felt she wanted to give it to me!”
Then, the following week, at work, my boss called me to his office and to my surprise, he told me he was giving me an additional bonus of S$1,500! This was really unexpected because my boss was not the type to give out money!"

Listen to Sharmila’s audio testimonial on her SHREEM BRZEE miracle at www.shreemarakara.wordpress.com

**From our community member who received a S$2.8 million windfall!**

Recently, one of our community members who participated in our SHREEM BRZEE chanting sessions for the last one year shared a great money miracle story.

Our community member told me that she had just received a fabulous money windfall - **$800,000**! She had just sold her apartment and received an offer of **$800,000** in excess of her asking selling price!

Earlier efforts to sell her apartment had been unsuccessful, but after working with SHREEM BRZEE things dramatically changed.
OUR SHREEM BRZEE POWERSPOT TRIP IS TAKING PLACE DURING A VERY AUSPICIOUS WINDOW!

We chose to organise the SHREEM BRZEE TRIP specifically from 1 to 6 June 2012 because of a very rare and auspicious astrological event that people have been waiting for years.

Planet Venus gives you material pleasures, abundance, prosperity, joy, happiness and divine relationships.

On 5-6 June 2012, astrologically, Venus will eclipse the Sun i.e. Venus will pass directly between the Sun and the Earth. This alignment is a rare occurrence as they come in pairs that are eight years apart but then re-occur only after over 100 years.

Spiritually, what this special Venus transit symbolises is that our beloved Goddess Lakshmi (who is in charge of Venus) will be standing in front of the Sun and intensely radiating Her energies of prosperity and abundance all over the Earth plane while the Sun shines in support from behind and gives the extra boost of royal energy!

It is no accident that during this powerful Venus transit, we will be at some of the greatest Lakshmi powerspots in India to fully absorb Goddess Lakshmi’s wealth energies.

By the way, the most recent Venus eclipse of the Sun was in 2004. After the 5th & 6th June 2012 transit, the next Venus eclipse occurs in 2117! Therefore, don’t miss this unique opportunity to be with Goddess Lakshmi during this powerful window that will only come around next in 105 years!

DETAILED ITINERARY OF TRIP

Here is an itinerary of the trip to give you a good idea of the amazing powerspots that we will be visiting and rituals we will be performing:

Friday, 1 June 2012

Arrival into Trichy, India

Day 1 (Saturday, 2 June 2012)

2nd June 2012 is Saturn Pradosham. This day is a doubly powerful day for karma removal i.e. Pradosham (time when Lord Siva removes your karma) which falls on a Saturday. On Saturn Pradosham, you can take benefit from a double-karma removal window through the grace of both Lord Siva and Lord Saturn.

What you will do in the morning:

1. Change of Destiny at Thiruvalanchuli Temple. At this temple, Lord Ganesha gives a dramatic change of destiny as signified by his appearance in a beautiful white marble statue with his trunk twisted to the
right. We have engaged the priest at Thiruvalanchuli Temple to perform Sahasranama Archana to Lord Ganesha by reciting His 1008 holy names to give you a new destiny.

At this temple, you will smash 9 coconuts to smash your bad karma and begin a new destiny for 2012!

2. Crush Negativity at Sharaba Temple. Sharaba is a most ferocious form of Shiva which can destroy all negative forces surrounding you or impacting you. Sharaba will protect you from evil, sickness and negativity of others. We have engaged the priest at the Sharaba Temple to perform Sahasranama Archana for Sharaba to invoke his ferocious energy to surround you and to shield you against negative forces trying to impact in your life.

3. Remove Poisonous Karma at Papanasam Temple. The temple at Papanasam has 108 Sivalingas with the full power to remove bad karma and erase karmic patterns from your life.

   At Papanasam, you will perform a sacred walk (also known as pradakshina or circumambulation) of 27 rounds around the 108 Sivalingas to invoke Lord Siva’s supreme blessings for karma removal.

What you will do in the afternoon

Roll 27 limes all over your body while chanting the Double-Power Karma Busting quantum sounds

What you will do in the evening

4. Visit Thirunallar Temple and receive Saturn’s doubly powerful grace. Saturday is Saturn’s most powerful day and Thirunallar is Saturn’s greatest powerspot. This powerspot has been decreed for receiving the blessings and grace of Lord Saturn. After visiting Thirunallar, countless number of people have experienced miraculous turn-arounds in their life.

   At Thirunallar, we will perform an archana (flower offering) to Saturn at His shrine

5. Visit Lord Saturn at Thirunaraiyoor and receive further blessings from Lord Saturn who is stands as a Family Man here. At Thirunaraiyoor, Saturn is present here with his two wives, signifying His aspect as the loving family man that gives blessings and removes hardships.

   At Thirunaraiyoor, we have engaged the temple priest to perform Sahasranama archana (calling His 1008 names glorifying Him) thereby showering you with Saturn’s blessings.

Day 2 (Sunday, 3 June 2012)

Today is Lord Muruga’s birthday and it is most auspicious we will be in India at one of Muruga’s six greatest powerspots to obtain His blessings!

Muruga is the son of Shiva. Muruga is the divine warrior being that wages a war against negative forces (such as debt, disease and negative karma) that cause suffering on the earth plane. Muruga’s mantra is SARAVANABAVA. He also holds the secret of OM.

Muruga is usually depicted with a Vel, a kind of lance or spear, in his hand. The Vel is a powerful weapon to destroy negativity and bad karma. Concentrating on the Vel will give you divine intelligence. The Vel is both an
internal and external weapon

Lord Muruga can help you to wash away your negative financial karma and attract money and abundant opportunities. He can also shower you with blessings for a beautiful relationship and unveil the secrets of the Vel for manifestation.

Muruga is also the leader of the Pleiades and is playing a key role in ushering in the Golden Age in 2012 and beyond.

What you will do in the morning

1. Obtain Blessings of the 9 Planets for a New Destiny at Suryanar Koil. Suryanar Koil is the world-famous temple for the 9 planets. Here, each planet has His own shrine. At Suryanar Koil, Lord Siva decreed that the 9 planets need to lay down their weapons and give only blessings to all those who come before the 9 planets. At Suryanar Koil, we will perform 12 powerful archanas (flower offerings) to obtain blessings from the 9 planets, Lord Ganesha, Lord Siva and Devi Parvati for a new destiny. The 9 planets carry out our karmic life in every moment, so obtaining their blessings is key to a new life.

2. Soak in Super Intelligence at Swamimalai Temple!

Swamimalai Temple is one of the 6 powerspots for Lord Muruga in India. Here, Lord Muruga taught his own father, Lord Siva, the meaning of OM which holds the key to the entire universe.

At Swamimalai Temple, we want you to be blessed with super intelligence!

We will participate in a powerful and comprehensive homa (fire ritual) on-site at Swamimalai Temple in order to totally focus on obtaining Lord Muruga’s grace for Divine Super Intelligence. What happens when you have Super Intelligence? You know everything and can do anything!

What you will do in the afternoon & early evening

3. Celebrate the Power of the Vel at Sikkil Temple. Sikkil Temple is where Lord Muruga obtained his mighty psychic weapon (the Vel) from his mother Parvati.

At Sikkil Temple, we will perform a sahasranama archana to call on the power of Muruga’s Vel to live within us, to remove all the bad karma, to cut away negativity, and to endow us with super intelligence, wisdom and courage.

Day 3 (Monday, 4 June 2012)

What you will do in the morning and afternoon

1. Attend and participate in an elaborate SHREEM BRZEE homa (fire ritual). Dr Pillai (Baba) has said that the ancient rishis (seers) prescribed homas as the ultimate ritual to make money and attract material prosperity quickly and effortlessly into your life. (You can also energise your Lakshmi ritual items during the homa)
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2. Receive the unparallel blessings of quintuple wealth at Thirucherai Lakshmi Temple. At this temple, Lord Vishnu married 5 Lakshmis and when you stand before the 5 Lakshmi’s in their sanctum sanctorium, you get to access their quintuple wealth power!

At Thirucherai Lakshmi Temple, we have engaged the priest to perform Sahasranama archana to Goddess Lakshmi and invoke Her supreme blessings, untold wealth and prosperity consciousness.

We will also chant SHREEM BRZEE at this temple while performing our own pooja (flower offerings) to Goddess Lakshmi while the priest performs the Sahasranama archana to invoke Lakshmi’s 1008 most divine names and call on Her blessings.

3. Visit the powerful Thirucherai Siva Temple for debt removal. At this temple, Lord Siva has the power to remove and eliminate your debts, both financial and other karmic obligations.

At this temple, we have engaged the priest to perform Sahasranama archana to invoke Lord Siva and empower His debt-removal energies here.

What you will do in evening

4. You will visit Vishnu at Sakrapani Temple to obtain His Protection. Vishnu is present here as the King of the Sudarshana Chakra, the weapon that Vishnu carries. This mighty weapon is designed to destroy all evil energies and negative influences.

5. Access Unlimited Wealth at the secretive Sivapuram Temple. At this temple, Lord Siva gives unlimited wealth.

We have engaged a vedic priest to perform a powerful homa on site at Sivapuram to carry our prayers for unlimited wealth and abundance to Siva in the most potent way. All of us will be participating in this homa by making the appropriate offerings into the fire as well as offering our prayers to the Divine.

Day 4 (Tuesday, 5 June 2012)

This is the day we have all been waiting for - Venus eclipses the Sun!

What you will do in the morning and afternoon
1. Attend and participate in an elaborate **SHREEM BRZEE homa** (fire ritual). *(You can energise your Lakshmi ritual items during the homa)*

2. Partake in the divine marriage between Lord Vishnu and Lakshmi at **Sakarapani Temple**. At this temple, Vishnu descended from His chariot to marry Lakshmi. The powerspot where divine beings get married is regarded as a very auspicious place for granting life-long abundance to all who visit there and this is the significance of **Sakarapani Temple**.

   We will chant **SHREEM BRZEE on-site** while performing our own offerings to Goddess Lakshmi while the specially engaged priest performs **Sahasranama archana** *(by calling out the 1008 names of Goddess Lakshmi)* to invoke her divine and material blessings.

3. Partake in the marriage of Lord Vishnu and Lakshmi at **Nachiar Koil**. Lord Vishnu married Goddess Lakshmi again at this majestic ancient temple.

   We will chant **SHREEM BRZEE on-site** and make our own offerings to Goddess Lakshmi while the specially engaged priest performs **Sahasranama archana** *(by calling out the 1008 names of Goddess Lakshmi)* to invoke Lakshmi’s divine and material blessings.

**What you will do in the evening**

4. Receive **triple Goddess Blessings** at **Thirunageshwaram Temple**. At this temple, there is a powerful form of the Goddess that combines all the powers of Saraswati, Parvati and Lakshmi and brings the Goddess alive and present to you, as you ask for the fulfilment of your wishes and desires.

5. Access **luxury consciousness** at the **Venus (Kanjanoor) Temple**: This divine temple is the power spot of Planet Venus, the giver of money, abundance, luxury, beauty and pleasure of every kind.

   Venus is none other than Goddess Lakshmi.

   We will chant **SHREEM BRZEE on-site** and make our own offerings to Goddess Lakshmi while the temple priest performs **Sahasranama archana** *(by calling out the 1008 names of Goddess Lakshmi)* to invoke her divine and material blessings.

**Day 5 (Wednesday, 6 June 2012)**

Venus eclipse of the Sun continues!

**What you will do in the morning and afternoon**

1. Attend and participate in an elaborate **SHREEM BRZEE homa** (fire ritual). *(You can energise your Lakshmi ritual items during the homa)*

2. Visit Goddess Lakshmi at Her birthplace at **Thirunarayur Temple**. At the very spot that Lakshmi was born, get to experience and embody Lakshmi’s perfect prosperity consciousness as your soul absorbs her Divine energies. At this most divine spot, the temple priest *(who is most devout)* will perform an **abishekam** *(a Divine bath most pleasing to Lakshmi)* in order to call Her forth from Her statue and to live within us. We will pray for Laksmi to bless us with Her own power to easily make money everyday.

   Take the opportunity to enter into a deep meditation to commune with Goddess Lakshmi!
We will be chanting **SHREEM BRZEE** on-site while performing our own offerings to Goddess Lakshmi.

3. Invoke Royalty Consciousness at the **Ramasamy Temple**. Here, Lord Rama and Sita (both are the embodiment of Lord Vishnu and Goddess Lakshmi) reign as king and queen and will bless all with royalty consciousness.

   Royalty consciousness means a consciousness that has no boundaries, that only thinks abundance-thoughts and for which the impossible is possible!

4. Celebrate the grand finale for supreme success in life when we visit **Pashupati Temple**. At this temple, you will have the blessing to marry the divine couple, **Radha and Krishna**, the embodiments of **Lakshmi and Vishnu**, in a secretive ceremony at this isolated temple. Radha and Krishna themselves are the embodiment of material success and abundance on the earth plane.

   Dr Pillai (Baba) has said that this potent but highly secretive ritual (of marrying both Radha and Krishna within your very being) is the most powerful ritual for all-around success in life.

**What you will do in the evening**

We will have a celebration dinner. You will then be sent to the Trichy airport to catch your respective flights home.
IMPORTANT TRIP NOTE

We recognise that some of you may have difficulties attending the full SHREEM BRZEE POWERSPOT TRIP so we are also giving those of you who would like to attend only the Karma Busting component or the SHREEM BRZEE component the option to attend these components only.

TRIP COSTS

(i) Full SHREEM BRZEE TRIP (1 to 6 June 2012): SGD$1,950 per person
(ii) Karma Busting Component Only (1 to 3 June 2012): SGD$1,000 per person
(iii) SHREEM BRZEE Component Only (3 to 6 June 2012): SGD$1,200 per person

INCLUDES (while you are on either trip):

(i) your food and meals;
(ii) your accommodations (twin-sharing);
(iii) bottled water;
(iv) your coach transport
(v) all tipping of the hotel staff/waiters/drivers;
(vi) participation in all temple rituals for the group including homas, sahasranamas abishekams, poojas and archanas
(vii) your pick up from the Trichy airport when you arrive in India and drop-off at the Trichy airport when you are departing from India. (NOTE: Only applicable as long as you arrive and depart during the given scheduled time).

EXCLUDES:

(i) the cost of your international return air ticket to India
(ii) the cost of your visa to enter India
(iii) any trip extensions or changes to your itinerary
(iv) your personal room service charges / mini-bar consumption / individual beverages ordered during meals
(v) your travel insurance for the trip
(vi) your pickup and drop off at the Trichy airport respectively if you arrive and are departing outside the scheduled group arrival and departure times
FLIGHT INFORMATION & HOW TO QUALIFY FOR THE GROUP

PICKUP/DROP-OFF

Complete SHREEM BRZEE POWERSPOT TRIP (1 to 6 June 2012) **Option A**

(i) Arrival into Trichy *(also known as Thiruchirapalli)*, India:
1 June 2012 *(Friday)*: You will need to fly INTO *Trichy International Airport* between 9 pm to 11 pm *(India standard time)*.

(ii) Departure from Trichy, India:
6 June 2012 *(Wed)*: You will fly OUT OF *Trichy International Airport* for Singapore (or your respective home destination).

We are scheduled to arrive at Trichy airport by 9:00 pm so you can book your flight to depart from India anytime after 11 pm *(India standard time)* on 6 June 2012.

Karma Busting Component Only (1 to 3 June 2012) **Option B**

Arrival into Trichy, India:
1 June 2012 *(Friday)*: You will need to fly INTO *Trichy International Airport* between 9 pm to 11 pm *(India standard time)*.

Departure from Trichy, India:
3 June 2012 *(Sunday)*: You will fly OUT OF *Trichy International Airport* for Singapore (or your respective home destination).

We are scheduled to arrive at Trichy airport by 9:00 pm so you can book your flight to depart from India anytime after 11 pm *(India standard time)* on 3 June 2012.

SHREEM BRZEE Component Only (3 to 6 June 2012) **Option C**

Arrival into Trichy, India:
3 June 2012 *(Sunday)*: You will need to fly INTO *Trichy International Airport* between 9 pm to 11 pm *(India standard time)*.

Departure from Trichy, India:
6 June 2012 *(Wed)*: You will fly OUT OF *Trichy International Airport* for Singapore (or your respective home destination).

We are scheduled to arrive at Trichy airport by 9:00 pm so you can book your flight to depart from India anytime after 11 pm *(India standard time)* on 6 June 2012.

**HOW TO SIGN UP:**

If you would like to join us, please register with us with a **S$200** deposit LATEST by 1 May 2012.

The balance payment for the applicable trip will be due on or by **15 May 2012**.

Email: sivababa108@gmail.com / Contact: Vijay (+65 97309604)
"Our Lives Have Changed!"

Testimonies from previous powerspot trip attendees

From one of the attendees from our recent “Divine Relationship & Muruga Powerspot Trip” in Feb 2012:

"Hip Hip Huray to the Divine Relationship Trip!

My daughter whom I had prayed for is already in a Divine Relationship almost immediately after that trip!

I really cannot believe that it has happened so fast!

My heartfelt thanks to Dr Pillai (Babaji), who had guided Mohini and Vijay to take us to these exclusive powerful temples in India which only now I know exist. It was indeed a surprise for all us, when we were told that Babaji had just changed the itinerary of that trip overnight but the biggest surprise was when we all attended a powerful Immortality Homa conducted in a Siva Linga temple that was sponsored by Babaji. [The homa in fact cost US$500! - Vijay]

All of us who attended that trip have been blessed by Babaji.

Thanks Babaji and am sure that there will be more miracles in all our lives but we have to be have the total faith and must be committed as well."

From Marilyn

"Hi Everyone,

I have been a regular follower of our Singapore/Malaysia community’s prosperity chanting session (with SHREEM and then SHREEM BRZEE) since they started in 2009.

The much anticipated powerspot trip i.e. the Extreme Shreem Powerspot Trip kicked off in March 2010 and I recall it attracted over 40 participants!

I was "Shreeming" (chanting Shreem) almost 24 hours throughout the 6-day trip and it really helped me to plant the seeds of prosperity consciousness at a deeper level of my soul.

In 2011, I signed up for all the 3 powerspot trips:

(i) Karma Busting Powerspot Trip (June 2011)
(ii) Boost Your Wealth Powerspot Trip (September 2011)
(iii) Ultimate Karma Busting Powerspot Trip (November 2011)

There were few powerspots we visited that I find it quite unforgettable.

(i) Makaral Temple: at this temple, we walked round the inner temple’s courtyard 108 times for maximum karma busting blessings
(ii) Mt Arunachala at Thiruvanamalai: We walked around this majestic mountain twice in a day for a powerful karma busting ritual twice! One at 5 am and the second time at 4 pm. Each walk around Mt Arunachala lasted 2.5 hours.

(iii) 22 wells and sea bath in Rameshwaram: The island of Rameshwaram is one of the most powerful powerspots on earth for karma removal.

Personally, as I went round the Makaral temple/Mount Arunachala, and bathed in the seas of Rameshwaram, I could immediately feel my burden lighten and all my negative karma were being washed away. It was like a snake that had a new skin and I felt in my heart that I was getting a new beginning!

The most recent trip I participated in was the dual Divine Relationship / 6 Secrets of Muruga Powerspots Trip in February 2012. During our Muruga powerspot trip, I remembered that just by looking at the VEL (Muruga's psychic weapon) at the temple at Pazhamudircholai (one of the 6 greatest Muruga powerspots), this gives me tremendous power and courage.

After the Divine Relationship / 6 Secrets of Muruga Powerspots Trip, I went to take an aura picture and it turn out that I have very nice violet (which represent spiritual) and white golden (material abundance) colour. I am happy that I have achieved 200% life i.e. 100% spiritual and 100% material.

Going on a powerspot trip, is really a profound experience. At the end of each trip I will always look forward to next trip. To me, every trip is a different experience and everyone in the trip were so blessed to receive many good omens such as we saw double rainbow, there were showers during our poojas etc. and the list goes on .......

Mohini and Vijay are committed to bring more powerspots trips and I am very touched by their sincerity to change people’s destiny in the Golden Age.”

From Mahendran

“2011 was a special year for me. Quite by chance I ended up going on 3 karma busting trips!

It all started in June 2011 with the first karma busting trip to Mt Arunachala. I knew intuitively that I wanted to go round the mountain and had no second thoughts about signing up. As it turned out that one trip resulted in my going for 2 more rounds of karma busting in September and November 2011!

After the 3 trips my business has definitely shown a marked improvement - This year, for 2012, I am very hopeful and pursuing many potential opportunities although if you had asked me last year I would not have imagined this.

I also feel guided in some of the major investments that I am in the process of making. After the Boost Your Wealth Powerspots Trip (September 2011), I found myself in a situation which required me to make a larger than expected investment for family reasons. With the grace of Lord Muruga I am sure that he is guiding this investment and all will go well.

Most importantly- after my 3 trips last year, I have felt a deeper spiritual awakening- i now enjoy a certain calmness in knowing that in my day to day living there is a higher guiding hand that protects me and my family.

This is the one thing that I am most grateful for.”
We would like to encourage those of you who have already decided to participate in the SHREEM BRZEE to register as soon as possible because once we have the required 20 confirmed attendees per trip; I can give the go-ahead for all of you to book your air ticket ASAP at a cheaper price!

**VERY IMPORTANT TERMS & CONDITIONS YOU NEED TO READ CAREFULLY**

1) This trip is organised by one of Dr Pillai (Babaji)’s companies in Singapore known as ARA KARA CONSULTANCY PTE LTD.
2) Dr Pillai (Babaji) will not be physically joining us on the SHREEM BRZEE POWERSPOT TRIP.
3) We require a minimum of 20 participants each trip to proceed with set out above.
4) Registration period is from 8 April 2012 to 1 May 2012. To register and reserve your spot, you will need to pay a deposit of S$200 (cash/cheque).
5) Please DO NOT book your air ticket until we confirm with you that we are proceeding with either trip. We will not be liable for your air ticket costs in the event we postpone/cancel the trip due to insufficient number of participants.
6) We will let you know on or by 2 May 2012 whether we have the minimum number of participants for either trip.
   (a) If we cancel the trip due to insufficient number of participants, we will return ALL deposits collected IN FULL.
   (b) In the event you change your mind and cancel your spot BEFORE 1 May 2012, we will refund your deposit in full (less any admin/service charges, for example, if you had paid by credit card or PayPal).
   (c) In the event we proceed with the trip and you decide to cancel your spot AFTER 2 May 2012 but before paying the full amount on or by 15 May 2012, you will forfeit your deposit in its entirety.
7) Please make full payment for SHREEM BRZEE POWERSPOT TRIP (or the applicable trip) on or by 15 May 2012. If you do not make full payment by then, we reserve the right to forfeit your deposit paid.
8) If you decide to cancel your spot on the trip after making full payment i.e. cancel after 16 May 2012, we will refund you only 50% of your trip price paid as we would have paid in advance for a portion of your hotel and transport costs in India.
9) Due to the spiritual nature of the trip, we do not make any representation and/or warranty as to any outcome resulting and/or arising from your participation in the SHREEM BRZEE POWERSPOT TRIP or its component trips.
10) The organisers of the SHREEM BRZEE POWERSPOT TRIP reserve the right to alter, amend or substitute the powerspots listed above that will be visited during the trip.
11) If you decide to arrive earlier in Trichy or depart from Trichy outside the scheduled itinerary, and you want Dr Pillai (Baba)’s ashram to arrange a separate itinerary (flight booking or accommodations) for you, there will be a S$50 admin charge.
12) You are strongly encouraged to buy travel insurance for yourself.

**DISCLAIMER: ARA KARA CONSULTANCY PTE LTD. AND/OR ITS EMPLOYEES, STAFF, AGENTS SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOSS (WHETHER DIRECT, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL) WHATSOEVER OR ILLNESS YOU SUFFER WHILE YOU ARE ON THE SHREEM BRZEE POWERSPOT TRIP.**

**** BY PARTICIPATING IN THE TRIP, YOU ARE AGREEING TO THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS ABOVE ****